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Abstract

We successfully applied deterministic deconvolution to real ground-penetrating radar (GPR) data by using the source wavelet

that was generated in and transmitted through air as the operator. The GPR data were collected with 400-MHz antennas on a bench

adjacent to a cleanly exposed quarry face. The quarry site is characterized by horizontally bedded carbonate strata with shale

partings. In order to provide groundtruth for this deconvolution approach, 23 conductive rods were drilled into the quarry face at

key locations. The steel rods provided critical information for: (1) correlation between reflections on GPR data and geologic

features exposed in the quarry face, (2) GPR resolution limits, (3) accuracy of velocities calculated from common midpoint data

and (4) identifying any multiples. Comparing the results of deconvolved data with non-deconvolved data demonstrates the

effectiveness of deterministic deconvolution in low dielectric-loss media for increased accuracy of velocity models (improved at

least 10–15% in our study after deterministic deconvolution), increased vertical and horizontal resolution of specific geologic

features and more accurate representation of geologic features as confirmed from detailed study of the adjacent quarry wall.

D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, ground-penetrating radar

(GPR) has been widely used in environmental,

engineering and groundwater investigations (e.g.,

Arcone et al., 1992, 1998; Beres and Haeni, 1991;
0926-9851/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Olhoeft et al., 1994; Powers and Olhoeft, 1996a,b;

Annan, 1996; Young et al., 1997; Powers, 1997;

Cardimona et al., 1998; Asprion and Aigner, 1999;

Butler et al., 2000) as well as shallow sedimentary and

stratigraphic studies (Arcone, 1996; Smith and Jol,

1992; Pratt and Miall, 1993; Gawthorpe et al., 1993;

Beres et al., 1995; Bridge et al., 1995, 1998; Jol et al.,

1996; Sigurdsson and Overgaard, 1996; Liner and

Liner, 1997; McMechan et al., 1997, 1998; Martinez

et al., 1998a,b; Young and Sun, 1999; Young et al.,
ics 56 (2004) 213–229
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Fig. 1. (a) Line drawing showing the 30 by 30 m two-dimensional grid on a flat bench behind an initial quarry face (BSG1) approximately

2.7–3.5 m (9–12 ft) thick. Successive quarry face exposures and 12 cores, provided initial groundtruth for GPR interpretations. (b) Lithological

column showing the carbonate strata of the quarry site in Bonner Springs, KS.
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Fig. 1 (continued).
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1999; Vandenberghe and van Overmeeren, 1999;

Beres et al., 1999; Augustinus and Nichol, 1999;

Dagallier et al., 2000; Kruse et al., 2000; Bano et al.,

2000; Van Dam and Schlager, 2000).

Interpretation of subtle geologic features in GPR

data depends on data resolution. Ringing (related to

bandwidth) in GPR sections, as in seismic sections,

negatively impacts resolution and therefore needs to

be identified and reduced or eliminated. Deconvolu-

tion is essential for increasing the temporal resolution

of seismic and GPR data. It is especially important for

shallow GPR stratigraphic studies where optimal

resolution for interpretation is critical. A few studies

have successfully applied statistical deconvolution to

GPR data (Turner, 1994; Todoeschuck et al., 1992;

Neves et al., 1995; Gottsche et al., 1994; Porsani and
Ursin, 1996; Moran et al., 2000). However, reflection

multiples that are unaccounted for, or assumptions

inherent to most statistical deconvolution models

(e.g., assuming reflectivity is a random process)

complicate these deconvolution approaches in natural

sedimentary sites. This limitation shows the need to

develop new strategies that improve the resolution of

GPR data in shallow sedimentary rock studies. Our

paper focuses on a method using deterministic

deconvolution (Yilmaz, 1987, p. 93) to eliminate

(partly) ringing effects in real GPR data.

The study site is a bench overlying Pennsylvanian

limestone and interbedded thin shale layers of the

upper Farley Member, which are exposed in a quarry

near Bonner Springs, Kansas (Fig. 1a). A lithological

column (BSG1, Fig. 1b) shows the carbonate strata of
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the quarry. These strata are vertically exposed for

approximately 3 m along the quarry face and

characterized by medium (b0.15 m) to thick (0.3–

0.9 m) beds of limestone separated by thin (b2.5 cm)

shale partings and stylocumulates (material that

passively accumulated as insoluble residue along a

pressure-solution surface). The shale partings and

stylocumulates commonly diffuse into adjacent lime-
Fig. 2. (a) Horizontal drilling to insert conductive metal rods, 1.5 m in len

horizontal holes.
stone over a scale of 0.5 to ~7.5 cm and are labeled

with letters or symbols in Fig. 1b.

We drilled horizontal holes into the quarry face and

inserted conductive metal rods, 1.5 m in length and

4.4 cm in diameter (Fig. 2) in order to provide easily

identifiable signatures on GPR profiles and to serve as

known reflecting or diffracting points (Xia et al.,

2001, 2003, Franseen et al., 2001). The steel rods
gth and 4.4 cm in diameter; (b) a credit card serves as a scale for the
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provided critical information for: (1) correlation

between reflections on GPR data and geologic

features exposed in the quarry face, (2) GPR

resolution limits, (3) accuracy of velocities calculated

from common midpoint (CMP) data and (4) identify-

ing any multiples. For the convolution model, a GPR

source wavelet was measured in the air. This model

was then evaluated using deterministic deconvolution

of GPR data acquired on a bench.

1.1. Deterministic deconvolution

Xia et al. (2003) discussed deterministic decon-

volution with application to GPR data. Assuming no

noise, surface GPR data can be expressed as the

convolution model (Yilmaz, 1987, Eq. (2.31), p.

133), x(t)=s(t)*u(t)*e(t), where x(t) is the recorded

GPR trace, s(t) is the source wavelet, u(t) is the

unknown wavelet that includes the propagating

effects in the earth and the response of the recording

system, e(t) is the earth’s reflectivity series or

impulse response and * denotes convolution. The

convolution model relies on the fact that the source

wavelet s(t) changes neither from place to place nor

as a function of antenna-ground coupling. Effects of

antenna ground coupling and EM energy propagat-

ing in the earth are unknown and result in wavelets

u(t). Effects of this unknown wavelet become
Fig. 3. (a) The wavelet (first 55 ns) of the 400-MHz antennas with 0.3-m
significant in high dielectric-loss media such as

wet soil. Acquisition of this wavelet is difficult and

site dependent and statistical methods are necessary

to remove it (e.g., Turner, 1994).

When GPR data are acquired in low dielectric-loss

media like snow or the carbonate strata of our field

site, effects of the unknown wavelet may be negligible.

Thus, for these low-loss media, the convolution model

can be simplified as x(t)=s(t)*e(t). When the source

wavelet s(t) is known, it can be removed using a

method called deterministic deconvolution (Yilmaz,

1987, p. 93). In all cases, removal of the source

wavelet s(t) has the potential to produce the

highest possible resolution independent of data

characteristics.

An earth reflectivity series can be defined using

deterministic deconvolution, E( f )=X( f )/S( f ), where

E( f ), X( f ) and S( f ) are the Fourier transforms of

e(t), x(t) and s(t), respectively. If S( f ) includes zeros

in its spectra within a frequency range of interest, the

denominator term can be damped according to

Claerbout (1992, p. 86).
2. Wavelet acquisition

We acquired GPR data by using a MAL2 RAMAC

system with a 370-V transmitter and 400 MHz
separation in the time domain and (b) in the frequency domain.
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antennas (producing 300-MHz signals). Source wave-

lets (512-fold vertical stacked) were acquired by

placing the antennas pointed at each other and

separated by 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 m in an open field that

was void of environmental and/or cultural noise (Xia

et al., 2003). We assumed that reflection energy from

the ground surface is very weak relative to the direct

wave energy. The validity of this assumption is

proven by steel rod tests described in the following

sections.

Empirical determination of the optimum wavelet

for the instrument was accomplished through repeti-

tive application of deterministic deconvolution to a

test data set using the source wavelets recorded at

each offset. The wavelet characterized by its double

peak in the time domain and extracted with 0.3-m

separation (Fig. 3) produced the best deconvolution

results for 400-MHz antennas. The well-behaved

spectrum of the 400-MHz antenna wavelet (no zero

or near-zero values in the spectrum) and a dominant

frequency of 300 MHz allowed direct and stable

application of deterministic deconvolution to GPR

data. This separation, however, resulted in some

reverberations of the wavelet after the initial event

(Fig. 3a). Wavelets acquired at separations of 0.6 and

0.9 m possess weaker reverberation, suggesting that

the reverberations are apparently enhanced by the

relatively close proximity of the two antennas.
Fig. 4. GPR data were acquired on a flat limestone bench 1 m behind the
3. GPR response from steel rods

We used exposures of the Pennsylvanian carbonate

strata to demonstrate the effectiveness of deterministic

deconvolution in improving temporal and spatial

resolution of GPR data. We first placed 10 steel rods

into horizontally drilled holes at key locations along

the quarry face, which provided first order ground-

truth for all our GPR testing at this site. As stated

above, reflections or diffractions from the rods were

intended to aid the data interpretation. We then

acquired 128-fold vertical stacked data every 0.1 m

on a flat limestone bench 1 m behind the quarry face

with the 400-MHz antennas while maintaining a 0.6-

m source and receiver separation (Fig. 4). A perpen-

dicular-broadside antenna orientation was employed

during acquisition.

Initial data processing was limited to a trapezoidal

bandpass filter (80/130–400/500 MHz) and automatic

gain control (AGC, a 10-ns window). The same data

set was then compared before and after deterministic

deconvolution. Two-way travel time of GPR data was

converted into depth by electromagnetic velocities

calculated from hyperbolic curve matching on CMP

data (an example in Fig. 5). The calculated velocities

were in the range of 0.085–0.097 m/ns.

We compared travel times of the negative peaks at

apices of the hyperbolas of pre- and post-determin-
quarry face with the 400-MHz antennas and 10-cm trace spacing.



Fig. 5. An example of CMP data to determined velocities: (a) non-deconvolved GPR data, (b) deconvolved GPR data and (c) deconvolved GPR

data with hyperbolic velocity curves. Letters or symbols on the apexes of hyperbola correspond to labeled limestone beds (Fig. 1b). (d) and (e)

are average spectra of raw and deconvolved data, respectively, from all traces without any other processing.
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istic deconvolution data (Fig. 5). The travel times

provided accurate assessment of the velocity model

shown in Fig. 5c based on dv/v=dt/t, where v and t

are velocities and two-way travel times at apices,

respectively, and dv and dt are the differences in

velocities and two-way travel times between pre- and

post-deterministic deconvolution data, respectively.

The travel times of bed *, !, E and D on non-

deconvolved data (Fig. 5a) were 10.7 or 17.2, 24.7,

34.2 and 44.7 ns, respectively. The travel time of bed

X was not easy to determine because of the ringing

due to the source wavelet. The travel times of bed

*, !, E, D and X on deconvolved data (Fig. 5b) were

12.5, 30.2, 40.2, 46.7 and 63.2 ns, respectively. If

sampling error is not taken into account (the sample

interval was 0.25 ns in this example), accuracy of this

velocity model was improved at least 10–15% after

deterministic deconvolution.

Comparison of spectra of raw and deconvolved

data can show effects of deterministic deconvolution

in the frequency domain. The main difference

between spectra of pre-(Fig. 5d) and post-determin-
istic deconvolution data (Fig. 5e) is that energy

around frequency 250 MHz is subdued. Based on

source wavelet spectra (Fig. 3b), we know the

subdued energy is from the source wavelet. An energy

peak around 500 MHz (Fig. 5e) is probably an artifact

due to a minimum in the source wavelet spectra (Fig.

3b). The artifact can be suppressed by a bandpass

filter, as was done for this study.

Some reflections on non-deconvolved data (Fig.

6a) appear to correlate with stratigraphic features

observed in the field, but much of these data are very

difficult to interpret due to a very complex wavelet

interference pattern. Due to the limited temporal

resolution of non-deconvolved GPR data (Fig. 6a), it

is not possible to confidently determine the locations

of some of the horizontal steel rods.

The direct benefit of deterministic deconvolution is

compression of the wavelet ringing from the double

peak wavelet into a single peak wavelet (Fig. 6b).

This effect is clearly evident with careful observation

of the diffractions from the rods (e.g., 7, 9, 11, 12, 14,

16 and 27). The horizontal resolution improvement



Fig. 6. Profile recorded above 10 steel rod locations along a 30-m line on a flat bench, 1 m behind the quarry face. (a) Non-deconvolved GPR data produced with 400-MHz antennas

and (b) deconvolved GPR data (from Xia et al., 2003). Numbered circles indicate the locations of steel rods.
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Fig. 7. Profile recorded along the same line as in Fig. 6. In this example, the seven steel rods were placed at shallower depths than those in Fig. 6. (a) Non-deconvolved GPR data

produced with 400-MHz antennas and (b) deconvolved GPR data. Numbered circles indicate the locations of steel rods.
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Fig. 8. Profile recorded along the same line as in Figs. 6 and 7. In this example, eight steel rods were placed vertically at locations along the quarry face. (a) Non-deconvolved GPR

data produced with 400-MHz antennas and (b) deconvolved GPR data. Numbered circles indicate the locations of steel rods.
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can be evaluated by looking at diffractions of rods 12,

14 and 16. We were not able to identify the whole

hyperbolas of these rods in the non-deconvolved data

(Fig. 6a). However, it was much easier to recognize

the complete hyperbolas associate with these rods on

the deconvolved data (Fig. 6b). The horizontal and

vertical distances between rods 12 and 14 were 0.58 m

(=14.42–13.84 m) and 0.17 m (=2.09–1.92 m),

respectively, and deconvolved data provide horizontal

resolution to at least 0.6 m at a depth of 2 m. The

horizontal resolution improvement can also be dem-

onstrated from hyperbolas of rods 21 and 23. The

horizontal distance between the two rods was 0.85 m

(=19.40–18.55 m). We were only able to identify one

apex of the diffractions somewhere between rods 21

and 23 in the non-deconvolved data (Fig. 6a). The

complete hyperbola from rod 23 and most of the

hyperbola from rod 21 can be seen in the deconvolved

data (Fig. 6b). Most importantly, these two rods can

clearly be interpreted as two separate objects on the

deconvolved data. Diffractions from the rods on the

deconvolved data can be more easily identified and

allow: (1) reflections from specific geologic bounda-

ries to be confidently traced along the entire line, (2)

the geologic boundaries to be located accurately and

(3) reflections to be identified as primary reflections,

not multiples.

GPR data, recorded after 13 steel rods, were

inserted in new locations at shallower depths in Fig.

7, and the vertical succession of rods in Fig. 8 (rods 27

and 28 were also shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively)

along the same quarry face, further demonstrate the

benefits of deterministic deconvolution. The rod

diffractions (3, 10, 22, 25 and 28) are better resolved

after deterministic deconvolution (Fig. 7b) than before

(Fig. 7a). The same is true for the diffraction from

rods 4, 17, 20, 27, 28 and 29 (compare Fig. 8a and b).

Reflections from geological boundaries can also be

more clearly distinguished and interpreted after

deterministic deconvolution.

The vertical resolution improvement can be dem-

onstrated by hyperbolas from rods 26, 27, 28 and 29.

These rods were placed between 1 and 2 m below the

quarry wall bench with a vertical separation of

approximately 0.30–0.35 m apart. Since the length

of the wavelet of the 400-MHz antenna (Fig. 3a) is 5–

6 ns, any reflected events (including reflections from

rods) with time intervals between them equal to or
shorter than the length of the wavelet will interfere

with each other and reduce the resolution power of

GPR data. The average velocity of EM wave

propagation in the carbonate strata at this site is 0.1

m/ns, which for the 400-MHz antennas (possessing a

dominant frequency of around 300 MHz) equates to a

maximum potential vertical resolution of around

0.25–0.30 m. Theoretically, two reflectors closer than

0.25–0.30 m vertically will not be resolvable. The

vertical separations of rods 26, 27, 28 and 29 were

approximately equal to the limit of the resolution

power of this antenna. Because data were convolved

with the source wavelet, the resultant interference

created a complex pattern that made identification of

individual hyperbolas difficult on non-deconvolved

data (Fig. 8a), especially for rods 27 and 29.

Deterministic deconvolution removed the source

wavelet so that all four hyperbolas could be identified

in deconvolved data (Fig. 8b).
4. GPR images along a quarry face

Fig. 9 shows processed 400-MHz GPR data

acquired along the same line as shown in Figs. 6–8,

but with no steel rods in the quarry face. In the

following discussion, these data are compared with

geologic features that were physically traced out on

the quarry face (Fig. 10).

The outcrop photomosaic (Fig. 10) shows that beds

*, !, E and X are distinct, laterally traceable beds with

bedding planes characterized by relatively thick shale

partings. Consistent with reflectivity estimations, these

horizons are strong, laterally continuous reflections on

deconvolved GPR data (Fig. 9b). However, these

horizons are neither clearly identifiable nor laterally

continuous on non-deconvolved data (Fig. 9a).

Beds A and B are distinct, laterally traceable

horizons with boundaries characterized by lateral

variations in shale concentration. Based on this

variation, the GPR image of these beds would be

expected to possess some variability in reflection

wavelet character as a function of the differing shale

concentration. The deconvolved data clearly show

images of beds A and B and the varying reflection

character (Fig. 9b). Identification of beds A and B on

non-deconvolved data is more complicated and

requires identification of the more distinct * and !



Fig. 9. Profile recorded along the same line as Figs. 6–8 with no steel rods in the quarry face. (a) Non-deconvolved GPR data produced with 400-MHz antennas and (b) deconvolved

GPR data (from Xia et al., 2003).
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Fig. 10. Outcrop photomosaic showing the nature of carbonate bedding and shale partings on the quarry face (BSG1). Numbers along the top of the quarry face show distance in

meters. Numbers at bedding horizons show height in feet from the quarry floor. Letters and symbols are assigned to beds to facilitate comparison between the outcrop and results of

GPR data. Numbered orange dots show locations of horizontal conductive rod experiments.
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beds to use as a guide. However, even the * and ! beds
are also somewhat difficult to identify on non-

deconvolved sections (Fig. 9a).

Enlarged portions from 25 to 30 m of Figs. 9 and

10 are shown in Fig. 11. Comparing the deconvolved

data (Fig. 11b) with the photomosaic (Fig. 11c), it is

evident that deconvolved GPR data can correctly be

interpreted with a vertical resolution to as much as

10–15 cm. Subtle changes identified on the quarry

face are also identifiable on the enlarged portions of

the deconvolved data. The circled reflection portion in

Fig. 11b is an apparent lateral effect from a portion of

the limestone layer showing relief away from the

quarry wall at 27 and 0.3 m depth in Fig. 11c.

Additionally, the deconvolved data correctly show

undulations of bed B and the smaller scale stratal
Fig. 11. An enlarged portion from the 25- to 30-m locations on the bench

GPR data and (c) the photo of the quarry face with an exaggerated vertical
complexities that occur between beds ! and E. It is

also worth pointing out that a slight dip in bed F

identified on the quarry wall (circled on the left side of

Fig. 11c) is identified as a dipping reflector on the

deconvolved data (circled on the left side of the 25-m

mark on Fig. 11b). None of these features discussed

above are resolvable on the non-deconvolved data

(Fig. 11a).
5. Conclusions

Our study suggests that source wavelet interference

in GPR data can be markedly suppressed using

deterministic deconvolution that compresses the dou-

ble-peak wavelet into a single-peak wavelet. Keys to
of Figs. 9 and 10. (a) Non-deconvolved GPR data, (b) deconvolved

scale to match that of the GPR data. See text for further explanations.
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our success include recording the GPR source wavelet

for our particular GPR instrument, using conductive

rods as subsurface markers, and correlating the data to

a fresh quarry exposure. Since wavelets measured in

the air are true source wavelets, changes in the

antenna ground coupling or the geologic material

being imaged has no impact on the effectiveness of

deterministic deconvolution.

The quarry study site for our experiments is

characterized by horizontally bedded carbonate strata

with shale partings. We drilled horizontal holes into

the quarry face and inserted conductive metal rods,

1.5 m in length and 4.4 cm in diameter (Fig. 2) in

order to provide easily identifiable signatures on GPR

profiles and to serve as known reflecting or diffract-

ing points.

We compared travel times of the negative peaks at

apices of the hyperbolas associated with rod locations

on pre- and post-deterministic deconvolution data.

The travel times provided accurate assessment of the

velocity model. Accuracy of this velocity model was

improved at least 10–15% after deterministic decon-

volution. The average velocity of EM wave propaga-

tion in the carbonate strata at this site is 0.1 m/ns,

which for the 400-MHz antennas (possessing a

dominant frequency of around 300 MHz) equates to

a maximum potential vertical resolution of around

0.25–0.30 m. However, reflectors on the deconvolved

GPR data had a resolution to as close as 10 to 15 cm

vertical separation for some geologic features, as

confirmed by quarry face observations and measure-

ments. Finally, deconvolved GPR data provided a

more accurate representation of geologic features as

they appeared on the quarry face.

Our particular case study indicates that determin-

istic deconvolution can be successfully applied to

reduce ringing in GPR data acquired from materials

with low dielectric-loss, such as the lithified carbonate

strata of this study. Additional research is needed to

determine the utility and the unique requirements of

deterministic deconvolution in other lithologic set-

tings and evaluate deterministic deconvolution for

various angles of reflector dip. The success of the

deterministic deconvolution processing step for

improving resolution and allowing direct correlation

of GPR reflections to geologic features is providing us

the opportunity for further analyses to be confidently

conducted to determine the role of water saturation,
porosity and mineralogy on specific GPR attributes

(e.g., Franseen et al., 2001).
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